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Abstract

Objectives: We report the specific bridging pattern of a transverse pontine vein (TPV) associated with trigeminal neuralgia (TN), which was evaluated by 3-dimensional (3D) multifusion volumetric imaging (MFVI).

Methods: In 3 cases with TN (V1 or V1–2 territory), constructive interference in steady state (CISS) imaging confirmed no arterial compression but indicated a vein draining into Meckel's cave. Virtual endoscopic (VE) analysis for CISS images and 3D MFVI (in 2 cases) including venous information was obtained by a multidetector row computed tomography (MDCT) system. Additionally, we investigated the bridging pattern of veins around Meckel's cave on 3D MFVI of 50 cerebellopontine angle (CPA) regions without any lesions.

Results: In all 3 patients, VE of CISS or 3D MFVI identified a bridging vein from the TPV causing the focal deformity of the trigeminal nerve near Meckel's cave. All those patients achieved a pain-free state after surgically coagulating and cutting the vein. Investigating 3D MFVI of 50 CPA regions, this type of the bridging vein was found in 4 (8%) including the presented 2 cases.

Conclusions: The specific bridging pattern of the TPV draining into Meckel's cave can be associated with TN. The 3D MFVI analysis using venous information obtained by MDCT was useful to evaluate surgical anatomy including the offending vein which can be missed.

Introduction

Trigeminal neuralgia (TN) is a hyperactive dysfunction syndrome of the trigeminal nerve, and its mechanism has been explained as vascular compression to the nerve and consecutive demyelination [1]. Microvascular decompression (MVD) surgery, which was first reported in 1967 [2], has been widely accepted as the curative treatment for TN. The main vessel causing TN is the superior cerebellar artery (SCA), which is confirmed in 75–80% of all patients [3–5], and the postsurgical curative rate after MVD for this arterial compression is 70–80% among the long-term outcomes [3, 5]. Venous compression alone as the cause of TN is observed at a relatively lower rate, i.e.
6–18% [3, 4, 6–8]. Only a few authors have reported some differences of its clinical characteristics and surgical outcomes in comparison with arterial compressions [8–10].

The advent of the high resolution of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has undoubtedly contributed to improvement of the clinical ability to diagnose neurovascular compression (NVC) syndromes including TN. Application of the recent 3-dimensional (3D) image-analyzing techniques has enabled a precise understanding of the anatomical relationship of structures in the cerebello-pontine angle (CPA) region, which was difficult to understand from 2-dimensional (2D) images [11–16]. Recently, 3D computed tomographic angiography (CTA) with a multidetector row CT (MDCT) system has been used to demonstrate the 3D vascular information of the arterial and venous phase separately [17, 18]. The resolution of venous information provided by this method is sufficient to evaluate relatively small veins bridging in the CPA cistern.

In the present article, we report our experiences of 3 surgical cases with TN caused only by a vein presenting the similar bridging pattern. Herein, we present the specific utility of 3D multifusion volumetric imaging (MFVI), which was characterized by ‘volume-rendering’ and ‘image fusion’ techniques for radiological data [15, 16, 19] and in which venous information obtained from CTA was integrated, for the diagnosis and presurgical simulation of the patients. Additionally, we investigated the bridging patterns of the presented vein by evaluating the 50 CPA regions of patients with NVC on 3D MFVI.

**Patients and Methods**

**Patients**

Between 2005 and 2009, we used MVD surgery for 35 patients with TN. In the following 3 patients, only a vein was identified as the offending vessel.

**Case 1.** A 68-year-old woman presented with an almost 4-year history of right-sided facial pain, which became uncontrollable after treatment with carbamazepine. She experienced pain in the V1 territory, which was often triggered by cold air and sometimes spread to the V2 territory. She was administered toxic doses of carbamazepine.

**Imaging Data Acquisition**

MRI scanning was performed on a 1.5-tesla MRI system (Magnetom Symphony; Siemens AG, Munich, Germany). MR cisternography was performed with a 3D constructive interference in steady state (CISS) sequence with the following parameters: TR, 10.15 ms; TE, 4.48 ms; flip angle, 70°; field of view, 200 mm; matrix, 512 × 384; slice thickness, 0.80 mm; 1 acquisition.

CT scanning was performed using a 64-section MDCT system (Aquilon; Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan); the slice thickness was 0.3 mm, and the scan speed was 0.75 s/cycle. For scanning CTA, the patient was administered a venous injection of iodized contrast medium (maximum injection volume, 95 ml), and, in total, 3 scanning sessions were performed – before injection, immediately after injection and some time after injection, to separately obtain the skull, arterial and venous data.

**Creating 3D MFVI Data**

We created 3D MFVI data by using a commercially available image analysis software (Real INTAGE; Cybernet Inc., Tokyo, Japan), which enabled the integration of multiple data obtained using different modalities by an ‘image fusion’ technique and reconstruction of the volumetric data from the sequential slice images by employing a ‘volume-rendering’ technique [20]. The details of manipulating the software were described elsewhere [15, 16, 19]. Briefly, the coordinates of all the data sets were manually adjusted with special attention on the margins of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) signals, bone density and vascular information. Subsequently, the volumetric data of the skull, arteries and veins extracted from the CT and CTA data were integrated into the volumetric data of CISS.

**Reviewing the 3D MFVI Data and Virtual Endoscopic Analysis**

The ‘fly-through’ algorithm can create the dynamic 3D views in the volumetric data from a ‘virtual camera’, which can be moved and rotated in a complex way [20]. This function has already been introduced as virtual endoscopy (VE) [15, 16]. The viewing angle was fixed at the usual 80°. The position and the projection of the virtual camera were indicated on multplanar reconstruction 2D images. We created 3D MFVI data to obtain the VE views of fine anatomy in the cistern by adjusting the window level, window width and opacity to cause the CSF signals to be transparent while keeping the signals of structures.

**Additional Evaluation of the Venous Anatomy around the Trigeminal Nerve**

We performed an additional investigation about the bridging patterns of the vein around the trigeminal nerve. We analyzed 3D MFVI data of 50 sides in 25 patients with hemifacial spasm or TN. We selected those cases as materials to be regarded as presenting a nearly normal anatomy in terms of venous drainage because of no tumor or vascular lesion. All the patients had undergone MVD between February 2008 and September 2009. Cases 2 and 3 were included in the materials but case 1 was not included because the present protocol of CTA scanning was not applied yet.
Results

A summary of clinical characteristics, 3D MFVI and surgical results of all the 3 cases are shown in Table 1.

Findings around the Trigeminal Nerve on 3D MFVI

A review of the 2D images of CISS showed the linear structure indicating the bridging vein from the transverse pontine vein (TPV) running into Meckel’s cave in all patients, but the compression to the trigeminal nerve by this vein was inconclusive (fig. 1A–C). VE analysis of 3D CISS indicated that all the linear structures continued into Meckel’s cave and made a focal deformity on the nerve, such as a dent (fig. 1D–F).

A review of 3D MFVI data allowed visualization of anatomies around the trigeminal nerve with sufficient quality microsurgical resolution. In case 1, because the present 3D CTA protocol was not applied yet, 3D MFVI data were created only from CISS and MR angiography (fig. 2). In cases 2 and 3, 3D MFVI was created by integration of CISS and CTA data (fig. 3). The linear structure was confirmed to definitely be a vein, which should cor-

Table 1. Clinical and surgical results of 3 cases

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Age/sex</th>
<th>Territory of pain</th>
<th>Approach/procedure for MVD</th>
<th>Postsurgical course</th>
<th>Final outcome</th>
<th>Complication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>68 years/F</td>
<td>right V1</td>
<td>retrosigmoid/coagulation and cutting of the vein</td>
<td>complete disappearance immediately after surgery</td>
<td>pain free for 46 months</td>
<td>hypesthesia 50% (V1–2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>30 years/F</td>
<td>left V1</td>
<td>retrosigmoid/coagulation and cutting of the vein</td>
<td>complete disappearance at 3 months after surgery</td>
<td>pain free for 24 months</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>62 years/F</td>
<td>right V1, V2 (V2 &gt; V1)</td>
<td>retrosigmoid/coagulation and cutting of the vein</td>
<td>complete disappearance immediately after surgery</td>
<td>pain free for 18 months</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1. A–C The trigeminal nerve without any arterial compression and a linear structure bridging into Meckel’s cave from the surface of the brainstem (arrowheads) are clearly observed on the 2D images of CISS in cases 1 (A), 2 (B) and 3 (C). D–F The VE views of CISS data in cases 1 (D), 2 (E) and 3 (F) visualize a trigeminal nerve with the compressed deformity (arrows) at the superomedial site by the linear structure (*) near the entrance of Meckel’s cave. CN-V = Trigeminal nerve; pyr = pyramis; tent = tentorium.
respond to a TPV, running medially to the trigeminal nerve and bridging into Meckel’s cave. VE analysis of the 3D MFVI data imitating the surgical view via the retrosigmoid approach predicted that the compression site of the nerve at Meckel’s cave could not be observed by surveying only from the usual surgical angle (fig. 3A, E). No arterial compression was observed on the entire nerve route from the root exit zone to Meckel’s cave in all 3 patients, and the SCA in cases 2 and 3 was confirmed to adhere to the tentorial surface.

Intraoperative Findings and Surgical Outcomes
We performed MVD via a retrosigmoid craniotomy. During the operation, no arterial compression was observed on careful viewing of the entire nerve route in the cistern in all cases, and the SCA previously adhered to the tentorium was also confirmed in cases 2 and 3. Anatomical information obtained from VE review on 3D MFVI was helpful to find the vein running behind the nerve in the surgical view. The vein bridged from the surface of the pons into the inside of Meckel’s cave and compressed the superomedial site of the nerve inside or in front of the cave. We could find the vein only by retracting down the nerve, as to be completely comparable to preoperative 3D MFVI results (fig. 3). All those veins were coagulated and cut after dissection of the arachnoid around Meckel’s cave.

Finally, all patients achieved a pain-free state without carbamazepine administration; however, patient 2 continued to experience a low-grade pain postoperatively, which disappeared gradually within 1 month. Partial facial numbness and hypesthesia were observed as postoperative complications in cases 1 and 3, but they recovered within 1 year in case 3. Those patients accepted their surgical outcome as satisfactory.

Draining and Bridging Patterns of the TPV in the Analysis of 50 Sides
In total, 50 bridging veins from the TPV were identified in the venous phase of 3D CTA in 45 of the 50 sides. The bridging and draining patterns identified by analysis on 3D MFVI were classified as shown in figure 4. A frequent bridging pattern was observed in 38% as bridging to the pyramidal wall inferiorly to Meckel’s cave and then draining into the various venous sinuses (fig. 4A). The bridging pattern of passing near the trigeminal nerve was observed in 40%, superiorly in 22% (types a and b) and inferiorly in 18% (type c), and connecting to the superior petrosal vein in 30% (types b and c; fig. 4B). The bridging pattern of draining medially to the nerve was observed in 14% (fig. 4C). Draining into Meckel’s cave was found in only 4 (8%) patients, including cases 2 and 3 (fig. 4D). Therefore, in this result, 50% of the bridging pattern was associated with TN.

Discussion
Although veins sometimes contribute to the NVC in combination with arteries in TN, venous compression alone should be rare, almost 10% as listed in table 2 [3, 4, 6–8]. The 3 cases presented in this study implied that the specific bridging pattern of the TPV could frequently associate with TN. Of course, we should note the fact that facial numbness after coagulating the vein appeared in case 1 and temporally in case 3. Operative injury to the nerve may temporally alleviate the trigeminal pain to some extent. However, the anatomical and functional correlation in those patients should be persuasive for their pain. Pain restricted to only the V1 territory, as pre-
Fig. 3. Comparison between VE views on 3D MFVI data and surgical microscopic views in cases 2 (A–D) and 3 (E–H). Views on 3D MFVI (A, C, E, G) correspond to the microsurgical views (B, D, F, H), respectively. In both cases, the trigeminal nerve (CN-V) appears completely free from any vascular contact via a standard retrosigmoid approach (A, B, E, F). The viewing projection via the infratentorial supracerebellar route with retracting the trigeminal nerve can expose the vein, which is draining from TPVs (*), running into Meckel’s (M’s) cave behind the trigeminal nerve (C, D, G, H). SCAs are away from trigeminal nerves on 3D MFVI (A, G) and still adhere to the tentorium on surgical views (B, H). pyr = Pyramis; SPV = superior petrosal vein; tent = tentorium.

Table 2. Venous compression for TN in previous reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Participation of vein in neurovascular complex, %</th>
<th>Vein alone as the offending vessel, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barker et al. [3]</td>
<td>1,204</td>
<td>68.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorenzoni et al. [4]</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamlyn and King [6]</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>22.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kabatas et al. [7]</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>51.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matsushima et al. [8]</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>20.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sindou et al. [23, 24]</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>24.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our series</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Variation of the bridging pattern of the TPV. A The pattern bridging to the pyramidal wall inferiorly to Meckel’s (M’s) cave. cbll = Cerebellum; CN-V = trigeminal nerve; IAC = internal auditory canal; SPV = superior petrosal vein. B The pattern bridging beyond the trigeminal nerve and laterally draining to Meckel’s cave. This pattern is classified into 3 types draining into the tentorium (a), running over the trigeminal nerve to drain to the superior petrosal vein (b), and running under the trigeminal nerve to drain to the superior petrosal vein (c). C The pattern bridging directly to the inferior petrosal sinus or cavernous sinus medially to Meckel’s cave. D The pattern bridging into Meckel’s cave.
sent by cases 1 and 2, is extremely rare, reported as 3% in 1,185 patients [3]. Considering the functional anatomy of the trigeminal nerve [21], compression at the superomedial site of the nerve near Meckel’s cave can directly affect the V1 route. A study in a large series of patients has already confirmed that the nerve was compressed anteriorly and superomedially to the root when pain was restricted to the V1 territory [22, 23]. To diagnose this type of neurovascular compression, the use of an advanced 3D MFVI technique was useful and reliable. Although numerous reports have suggested 3D imaging analysis based on MRI data for the evaluation of NVC [11–16], we present the first report of an attempt to use 3D MFVI with the integration of arterial and venous information obtained by MDCT. Presently, this analysis must be the best method to visualize the precise 3D anatomy consisting of cranial nerves and vasculatures in the cistern. The accuracy of predicted anatomies was finally confirmed in comparison with intraoperative findings and postoperative pain outcomes.

There have been a few studies focused on veins in relation to TN [8–10, 24], and only 1 study by Matsushima et al. [8] systematically investigated the venous compression as the cause of TN. They observed the participation of venous compression in 25 (20.7%) of 121 surgical cases with TN, but venous compression alone was observed in only 7 cases (5.8%). Generally, the venous draining pattern around Meckel’s cave is quite variable, balanced among a superior petrosal vein, a transverse pontine vein, the vein of the cerebellopontine fissure and a pontotrigeminal vein [25]. These veins bridge to the pyramidal and tentorial walls after merging together as the superior petrosal vein or bridge separately to the walls. The TPV was reported as the most frequent offending vessel of venous compression [8, 24]. A previous cadaveric study explained that the vein usually attached to the superior or inferior surface of the trigeminal nerve just in front of Meckel’s cave [25]. In our additional study on venous information in 50 CPA regions with no tumor or vascular lesion, the varieties of the bridging patterns of TPV were successfully classified. The pattern bridging into Meckel’s cave was rarely observed, in 8%, but 50% with this pattern were the cause of TN. When the vein drains into Meckel’s cave, which is the space surrounded by dural and bony walls, compression to the nerve inside the cave may be inevitable. We found only 1 description about the vein possibly corresponding to this bridging pattern of the TPV as ‘an aberrant trigeminal vein’ [24]. We assume that the present type of venous compression may sometimes be missed in a presurgical evaluation, and such cases possibly fail to obtain pain relief after the usual MVD surgery, like in cases 2 and 3.

The use of the advanced 3D MFVI technique played an important role in diagnosis and surgical decision in the present cases. Our 3D MFVI featured the brain and nerves obtained from MRI-CISS, the skull from CT, and the vasculature from CTA obtained by MDCT, and the quality of imaging was sufficient to evaluate the shape of the trigeminal nerve and even of small vessels in the CPA region. Fundamentally, the main reason to apply the 3D imaging technique to the neurosurgical field is to clearly understand the complicated and unpredictable 3D brain anatomy before actual surgery, thereby executing the surgical procedure more safely and precisely. Especially in MVD surgery, precise knowledge of structural relations in the cistern of the CPA region is required because of numerous variations in the microsurgical anatomy of this region in individual patients. Several authors employed and developed the 3D imaging techniques in the presurgical evaluation for MVD [11–16]. Recently, the quality of imaging has improved to a greater extent than before [12, 16]. The VE analysis has been reported as the method to obtain excellent visualization of anatomies in the cistern by reviewing freely from the viewpoint of a ‘virtual camera’ [15, 16]. This technique allows us not only to predict the actual operative window from angles imitating surgical approaches, but also to observe the anatomies from angles impossible to obtain during surgery. For the diagnosis of TN, the evaluation of the entire nerve route from the root at the brainstem to Meckel’s cave is necessary [26]. Therefore, in the present cases, VE analysis was helpful in exposing the vein hidden behind the trigeminal nerve.

To diagnose NVC, MRI has been used as routine radiological evaluation. Especially heavy T2-weighted imaging, such as 3D CISS, is well known to clearly visualize fine nerves and vessels with excellent contrast between structures in the cistern and the CSF [11, 27–30]. The combined use of MRA with 3D CISS has provided good sensitivity in the confirmation of arterial compression to the trigeminal nerve [11, 27, 29]. On the other hand, recent studies verified that the mere vascular contact with the trigeminal nerve was often observed in asymptomatic patients and was neither necessary nor sufficient for diagnosing TN [4, 28, 31, 32]. The finding of nerve deformity or distortion by vascular compression is believed to be more important and specific to the symptoms of TN [4, 6, 28, 31, 32]. In this respect, high-quality 3D imaging analysis provides intuitive evaluation of not only vascular contact, but also the form of the nerve itself. In the pres-
safety of cutting the draining veins in the CPA region and showed no mobility to free the nerve from any contact. However, the presented pattern of vein was fixed in Meckel’s cave independently from the major draining system. Furthermore, the TPV in the demonstrated cases bridged into Meckel’s cave medially and horizontally on the pontine surface, as simulated on 3D MFVI. To accomplish MVD for the nerve, we sacrificed the bridging vein by coagulating and cutting it in all patients. In case of arterial compression, transpositioning of the offending artery to free the nerve from any contact is believed to be important to assure a satisfactory surgical outcome. However, the presented pattern of vein was fixed in Meckel’s cave and showed no mobility to free the nerve from vascular contact. There is no obvious consensus about the safety of cutting the draining veins in the CPA region [24, 25, 34]. We always preserve the main trunk of the superior petrosal vein bridging to the sinus. However, the TPV is just a part of the venous circulation connecting vertically and horizontally on the pontine surface [25], and also, the presented TPV bridged into Meckel’s cave independently from the major draining system. Furthermore, the recurrence of TN caused by veins was reported at a high rate, and the most common cause of recurrence is also speculated to be the development of new veins [10]. We believe that the present pattern of the bridging vein from the TPV should be coagulated and cut completely, and cleaning out the arachnoid around the trigeminal nerve and Meckel’s cave is also important to prevent the recurrence of TN in the patient. In coagulating the vein, the cause of the complications that cases 1 and temporally case 3 presented is thought to be the spread of electrical current heat for coagulation. We need to perform the procedure while paying special attention to avoid electrical injury to the nerve.

Conclusion

We reported 3 surgical cases with the specific bridging pattern of the TPV that could frequently be associated with TN, mainly in the V1 territory. The bridging vein runs behind the trigeminal nerve unnoticeable from a standard retrosigmoid approach and drains into Meckel’s cave with compression at the superomedial site of the nerve. The 3D MFVI analysis with fusion of arterial and venous information from CTA data scanned by the advanced MDCT should be the best method to confidently expose the offending vein, which is prone to be missed, and to allow practical evaluation of the surgical anatomy.
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